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Loy Krathong 2019
- L eif Holden Y12 & Gaia Franceschini Y13

Loy Krathong is celebrated to thank the water goddess and to ask for forgiveness for
using too much water or for polluting water supplies. Some believe that this is the time
to symbolically ‘float away’ all the anger and grudges that one tends to hold onto; this is
usually done by including a fingernail or a lock of hair, as the krathongs are believed to
carry away sins and bad luck.
One of the highlights of this event is the annual house krathong competition where all
three houses gather to create the best krathong. It seemed as if the competition was
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tight with each house infusing different styles and character into their krathongs. All
three houses went with a multilayered design (a bit like a wedding cake) with Walters
heavily embedding the perimeter of their krathong with roses, their efforts landed them
in first place in this year’s competition. Taylor decided to keep with traditional krathong
vocabulary, while nothing too risky was done, this did land them second place.
Finally, Edwards broke away with the pointed leaf design and went for leaves with a
more crimped design, their ingenuity landed them in third place. Overall, some fantastic
creativity was shown from the participants of this competition.
Also, well done to all performers who put in their time and effort into making their dance
memorable and entertaining! It was especially interesting to see a wide range of year
groups, from years 2 - 13 participate in the wonderful show.
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A message from the Head Girl
-

Gaia Franceschini Y13
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Model United Nations
The United Nations is a global,
intergovernmental organisation with over
193 member countries all united but
independent under the name of peace and
justice around the world. In order to attract
new future generation leaders into the
system of the UN, they hold what we call
MUN - Model United Nations. In fact, the
MUN club of BIST has recently participated
in the annual BKKMUN XI, and we would
like to share some of our extraordinary yet
diverse experiences in an attempt to
encourage more student participation in
the upcoming THAIMUN VII.
In MUN, you sign up to become a delegate, a representative of a country of your own
choice. Then, you prepare a position paper, which shows your country's stance on
certain topics to be debated. You will eventually form groups with other countries and
work on a resolution that will be presented and discussed with the rest of the
committee which is then voted on (or opposed) depending on the needs of each
delegate.
- Liana Y11
Here are some of the committees we have participated in and the topics;
HRC: (United Nations Human Rights Council)
The United Nations Human Rights Council mainly finds its existence in situations
involving fundamental human rights being violated by an individual or groups. There
were two topics for this committee; the first topic is the human rights situation in the
occupied Palestinian and Arab territories, and the second topic is determining the rights
of refugees, asylum seekers, and migrants.
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In my opinion, the name MUN itself puts a lot of pressure on us. However, even though
my speech is not good enough, just participating in the conference gives us a broader
perspective of many different countries as well as encouraging us. In our committee,
there are some excellent delegates who lead the debate and make the debate less
boring.
I want to sign up for the next conference, and I recommend everyone to join the next
conference too.
-

Jenny Y11

Before actually participating in one, you vaguely imagine that MUN is only for
academically outstanding students. However, although I was completely unprepared for
it, I decided to have a go. Despite the fact that I feel I could still do better, I got the
overall view of this whole event, and I am even more encouraged to sign up for the next
conference.
- Jamie Y11
SPECPOL: (Special Political and Decolonisation committee)
SPECPOL stands for Special Political and Decolonization Committee - and it definitely
earned the title of special during this conference. The main topics for this committee
were very recent events; the question of peace in the Syrian Arab Republic and the
question of the India-Pakistan conflict in Kashmir. In my opinion, these types of topics
are what defines MUN - none of these have a defined solution, which leaves a lot of
room for discussion. What surprised me most was that most of the candidates were
completely new to MUN! To see people actively participate and speak about world
problems despite being new to the idea was inspiring to see. Overall, SPECPOL was a
pleasant experience and I hope I’ll meet some of the delegates again in future MUN
conferences.
- Anastasiia Y13
ASEAN: (Association of Southeast Asian Nations)
Earlier this year on the 23rd of June, the leaders of ASEAN countries gathered in
Bangkok for the 35th summit. ASEAN stands for the Association of South East Nations.
It was set up in Bangkok in 1967. In this committee, the first topic was about who owns
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the South China Sea. Located just below the south of China, it is home to a great sum of
valuable resources; a third of the world's shipment goes through the sea. China wanted
almost every part of it; the other countries that bordered the sea though this was an
unappealing proposal. Because the countries failed to make a compromise, the
question about who owns the South China Sea became one of the topics for this year's
MUN.
- Mineara Y9

Can you complete the Bromsgrove
Learner Profile crossword puzzle?
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Indium: The rare element
behind touchscreens.
-

Leif Holden Y12

It’s no lie that many of us love the company of our phones,
so much so in fact that a whole phobia (nomophobia) has
been created for those people who have a fear of not
having their mobile phone on hand. But did you know that
the touchscreen of your phone lends its functionality to one
rare metal?
The metal in question is indium. Indium is the 49th element on the periodic table and
has an abundance of approximately 0.1 parts per million by mass in the Earth’s crust
(that is, for every 1kg of earth's crust there are 0.1mg of Indium) according to the Royal
Society of Chemistry. Indium has a variety of applications such as being a constituent in
low melting point alloys for solder wire and in the creation of a plethora of electrical
components like rectifiers. However, one of the main uses of Indium is in the creation of
a compound known as indium tin oxide (ITO). Indium tin oxide is a transparent material
(it allows light to pass through it), however, it also has the ability to conduct electricity.
This makes indium tin oxide a prime candidate for touchscreen technology as it allows
the light of the LEDs to pass through while allowing user inputs to be made.
While this material may seem fantastic it isn't without its flaws. Indium has a high
supply risk due to the fact that the majority of our indium supply comes as a byproduct
of zinc processing. This means that any hits to the zinc industry could lead to the
inflation of prices of indium. If we are to continue using indium from this source we will
only have a 20 years supply of indium according to professor David Cole - Hamilton vice
president of EUChems.
There are ways in which you can help reduce this supply risk. Let’s be honest, most of
us have a drawer at home full of old electronic devices. Given that those devices have
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screens there is a high chance that they contain some indium in them. That indium can
be recycled, so if you know of any way to recycle your electronic devices, it will be
beneficial in helping keep up with increasing indium demands. One of the easiest ways
to help keep indium supplies stable is to reduce the demand for mobile phones. One
way in which you can help is to try holding onto your phone until you really do need an
upgrade.
So while we may still have 20 years of supply left, if we continue with the way we treat,
handle and source indium today, we could soon see the inflation of smartphone prices.

Sudoku (Level: Medium)

Complete the grid so that every row,
column and every three-by-three box
contains the digits 1 to 9.
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Teachers on fire
Kai Tarrant Y13

- things heat up on court A new year, a new installment of teachers’ house sport. This time around it was
basketball. Not many people knew what to expect, but everyone was keen to see the
outcome. It was Taylor vs Edwards first... from the pregame hype, everyone expected
greatness from Mr Morgan. But, a surprise candidate emerged from the darkness as the
greatest basketball player to ever teach English - Mr Hart. He set the standard early and
drove Taylor to victory in incredible style.
Taylor vs Walters, different colour same story. Mr Hart came with an avalanche of
points to give Taylor the victory. Although it goes without saying that Mr Williams, ‘the
wall’, contributed somewhat of an effort as well. All was good in the Taylor camp.
As for the match to decide 2nd; Edwards vs Walters, arguably the most entertaining
match of the day. It started slowly...really slowly, with neither team gaining much
traction - a few points went seesawing back and forth but then, Stephen Curry entered
the sports hall in form of Mr Tuk! He made it rain from deep beyond the three point line
as the student body erupted each time one of his cannons swished through the hoop.
He carried Walters into second place.
Overall, Taylor were victorious, followed by Walters, and Edwards took third place.
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Advice Column : English Study Tips
-

Yujia (Cathy) Zhou Y13

Teachers’ quotes and guides
Mr Hart
1) Begin compiling a list of formal and informal phrases that you come across that
stand out and catch your attention. Try to then incorporate these into your own
essays or creative pieces. It is almost impossible to become a better writer
without reading.
2) Edit, Edit, Edit... and then when you have finish edit some more. Too many
students submit work that is not their best effort. Not editing your English work is
the same as forgetting to write an answer to a math question.
3) Talk things through before you write. If it ‘sounds’ strange, then you probably
need to make some changes.
Mr Smith
1) Read books in order to get ideas from authors.
2) Take risks while writing. Use different / newly-learned vocabulary so that you can
deepen understanding of how to use them.
3) Read a book and come back to it later on. You would have fresh thoughts. Write
them down and share them with your friends.
Ms Drew
1) Try to read for at least 20 minutes each day. This doesn't have to be a novel, you
could read the news or research a topic that interests you.
2) Work hard to redraft your work when it has been marked by your teachers.
Learning to recognise your own grammatical mistakes will help you improve
further.
3) Try to speak English as much as possible.
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Mr Owens
1) Read widely. Don't just read what you are told to read, or only what is on your
exam syllabus; read as much as you can as often as you can.
2) Talk about what you have read. Make analysing literature part of your life by
discussing the books you are reading with anyone who will listen- maybe agree
with a friend/ group of friends to read the same novel and make a little book club.
3) Keep up to date. Literature is about the human condition, keep up to date with
current affairs/ debates and you'll be amazed how much more you understand
the messages behind great literature.
Mr Shegan
1) Secondary students could join reading clubs or set up reading groups with 3-4
people per group and read the same book together.
2) Underline good sentences and try to use them later in your work. It is good for
learning new sentences and improving your writing skills.
3) The more you speak in English the sooner you will start to ‘think’ in English.

Can you complete
this word search?
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GCSE Music students looking
forward for their upcoming
coursework!
-

Wooh Yun (Jacob) Choi Y11 & Felix Braun-Friderici Y11

In year 11, there are students who need to take their exams in Term 3. As a
Bromsgrovian, they will take approximately 8 subjects for their exams. It is not an easy
exam for them since it demands lots of revision. This part of the newspaper will talk
about GCSE music and students who are taking it.
To start off, there are different parts to the GCSE music exam which are
composition, performance, and theory. For composing, there are two composing
sessions: free composing and brief composing. Free composing is literally composing
with a free topic. Candidates can choose any style of music they want such as jazz,
hip-hop, pop, classic, and more. Brief composing is that candidates are composing
based on a topic they have been given by Edexcel. For candidates who are taking exams
in 2020, there are four topics which are “Classic music,” “Vocal music,” “Theme park
music,” and “Fusion music.” For performance, there are also two parts which are solo
and ensemble. Both of them are performing with instruments while solo is playing alone
and ensemble is a group consisting of two or more members. Last but not least, is the
theory paper test. It is basically a test that checks our knowledge of understanding
music. It is the hardest part in GCSE music.
Currently, 2020 candidates have not submitted any work, but they are working on
their brief composition which is due November 21. They are having fun preparing their
compositions and performances, but it is not easy. It is one of the hardest subjects in
GCSEs or IGCSEs, but we believe they can overcome all of the exams and achieve their
goals!
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Chinese new year festival
-coming soon-

Wooh Yun (Jacob) Choi Y11 & Felix Braun-Friderici Y11

Chinese New Year festival in Bromsgrove is coming which is on Saturday,
January 25th. The festival will be held on Friday. For this festival, students who are
taking Chinese as there First, Second, or Foreign language will participate. It is not
planned yet, but we are assuming that there will be lots of dancing performances;
including the tiger dance and “kung fu” dance.
To shortly discuss Chinese new year, it’s a festival that celebrates the beginning
of the year on the traditional Chinese calendar. Chinese people usually put up
red-coloured decorations, have a special dinner with their families, blow fireworks, or
give presents to each other. It is important to them because it is a day when they need
to have a time to honor and thank their ancestors for good luck. This upcoming 2020 is
the year of the rat. If you want to say happy new year in Chinese, you can say “gong xi fa
cai.” We wish everyone a brilliant year in 2020. Keep yourself healthy, calm, and happy!
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Can you complete this IGCSE Chemistry
crossword puzzle?
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